
 

 

15th July 2022 

Ladygrove Weekly 
Recognition 

Please remember your child will only be mentioned in publications if you have given consent for their name to appear. Please   
contact the school office if you wish to change your preferences. 

 

Star of the Week 

AS - Billy T for being a good member of team ant and 
working well as part of a team. 

EB - Jenson B for his hard work in phonics. Well done 
JB! 

JJ - Connan M for his super effort in Phonics and for 
making positive choices. 

BH - Sophie W for always being a kind and thoughtful 
friend to everyone. 

SC - Aubree F for always being kind. 

CT - Davina A for fantastic subtracting and problem    
solving. Well done! 

VT - Florence P for being resilient with her times tables 
and getting on to level six, cracking times tables. 

AH - Kamsi C for her fabulous poster on Year 3 and     
always trying her best! 

GC - Archie D for being resilient and overcoming new 
challenges. 

RW - Amelia W for lovely symmetry work in maths and 
challenging herself. 

DD - Archie C for being so kind this week. 

MT - Romeo R for being an amazing member of team 
Ladygrove on the PGL trip.  

EC - All of Year 6 for their dedication and hard work     
towards the play.  

CE - All of year 6 for there outstanding behaviour at 
Weston park. 

 

 

Learner of the week 

BH - Freya C for being a Tough Tortoise and for        
completing all of her writing tasks! 

JJ - Elsie R for concentrating well in Maths lessons. 

CT - Charlie L for being very helpful and supporting 
others with their work. Well done!  

SC - Roean H for trying his best in every subject. 

VT - Lottie S for having a fantastic attitude with her 
times table both at school and at home! 

AH - Joshua H for being such a fantastic role model 
and true friend to others. 

GC - Autumn W for being a Team Ant and always      
putting others before herself.  

RW - Lily S for being resilient. 

DD - Charlotte A for always trying her best and having 
a positive attitude towards learning. 

MT - Ethan R for brilliant research of a 1980s popstar.  

EC - Caitlin Q for her continued hard-work and           
resilience to all aspects of school life. 
CE - Niyah C, Noah L, Tyrese P, Abi D for their         
determination in stepping forward to replace roles in 
the production. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keep up the hard work Well Done 

Happy       

Birthday 

RM - Bobby R 

BH - Daniel S 

AH - Vinnie F-W 

RM - Harry G 

BH - Sophie W 

EC - Louis F 

BH - Kendi A 

AS - Carter G 

SC - Evie O 

GC - Charlotte K 

CE - Luka E 

And a big happy birthday to all 
the children celebrating in the 

summer holidays. 

Top Class              
Attendance 

 
1st - BH/Class 6 &         

VT/Class 2 

2nd - DD/Class 10 

3rd - AH/Class 1 

Every day counts,  

every minute matters! 

Adult Star of 
the Week 

Kindness at 

Lunchtime 

Award 

 

DD - Caleb M 

Keep being    
amazing! 

Mrs Weichlbauer, 
Mrs A, Miss Wade, 

Miss Clark, Mrs 
Tamplin & Miss 
Penny for your 

amazing support on 
the PGL London trip 

Keep being    
amazing! 


